
 

 

In each question below are given four statements followed by two conclusions numbered I and II. You 

have to take the given statements to be true even if they seem to be at variance with commonly known 

facts and then decide which of the given conclusions logically follows from the given statements, 

disregarding commonly known facts. Give answer  

1. Statements:  

All black are blue.  

Some blue is not green.  

All green are white.  

No white is pink.  

Conclusions:  

I. some pink is green  

II. All black can be green  

A. If only conclusion I follows.  

B. If only conclusion II follows.  

C. If either conclusion I or II follows.  

D. If neither conclusion I nor II follows.  

E. If both conclusions I and II follow.  

 

2.Statements:  

No cat is dog.  

Some dog is hen.  

All hen is boys.  

No girl is hen.  

Conclusions:  

I. Some dog is boys  

II. No cat is boys  

A. If only conclusion I follows.  

B. If only conclusion II follows.  

C. If either conclusion I or II follows.  

D. If neither conclusion I nor II follows.  

E. If both conclusions I and II follow.  

 

3.Statements:  

Some Amul is sudha.  

No rabadi is sudha.  

All rabadi is pen.  

Some pen is copy.  

Conclusions:  

I. Some pen is not sudha  

II. Some amul is not pen  

A. If only conclusion I follows.  

B. If only conclusion II follows.  

C. If either conclusion I or II follows.  

D. If neither conclusion I nor II follows.  

E. If both conclusions I and II follow.  

 

4.Statements:  

No book is copy.  

Some copy is room.  

Some room is pencil.  

All room is floor.  

Conclusions:  



 

 

I. All book can be floor  

II. Some floor is not book.  

A. If only conclusion I follows.  

B. If only conclusion II follows.  

C. If either conclusion I or II follows.  

D. If neither conclusion I nor II follows.  

E. If both conclusions I and II follow.  

 

5.Statements:  

All bottle is cap.  

Some cap is not bulb.  

All bulb is door.  

No door is wash.  

Conclusions:  

I. Some bottle is wash  

II. No bottle is wash  

A. If only conclusion I follows.  

B. If only conclusion II follows.  

C. If either conclusion I or II follows.  

D. If neither conclusion I nor II follows.  

E. If both conclusions I and II follow.  
 

Study the following information carefully and answer the question given below-  

Eight students i.e. P, Z, T, X, M, G, C and B in a class were born in different month of same year. These 

months start from January to August consecutively. They like different subjects i.e. Sanskrit, Hindi, Biology, 

Math, Civics, English, Physics and History. B likes Math but not born before P who does not like Biology 

and Physics. Z was born just before B but not after May. The one who likes Sanskrit was born just before 

the one who likes History. There are two months gap between the one who likes Sanskrit and T who was 

born after G. There are 3 months gap between the months in which P and G were born. The one who likes 

Hindi was born just before P. X was born before M who was not born after June. The one who likes Civics 

was born after C. The one who likes Physics was born after B.  

6.Who among the following likes Biology?  

A. P  

B. B  

C. M  

D. Z  

E. T  

 

7.Who among the following was born in July?  

A. G  

B. C  

C. P  

D. B  

E. Z  

 

8.How many students were born between the one who likes History and Z?  

A. One  

B. Two  

C. Three  

D. Four  

E. Five  

 

9.Who among the following was born just after C?  

A. G  



 

 

B. X  

C. P  

D. T  

E. Z  

 

10.C likes which of the following subjects?  

A. Civics  

B. English  

C. History  

D. Sanskrit  

E. Physics  
 

In the given questions, assuming the given statements to be true. Find which of the given two 

conclusions numbered I and II is/are definitely true and give your answer accordingly.  

11.   

A. Both I and II are true  

B. Only II  

C. Only I is true.  

D. Either I or II is true.  

E. None is true.  

 

12.   

A. Only II is true.  

B. Either I or II are true.  

C. Both I and II are true  

D. Only I is true.  

E. None is true.  

 

13.   

A. Only II is true.  

B. Only I  

C. Either I or II are true.  

D. Both I and II are true  

E. None is true  

 

14.Which of the following symbols should replace the question mark (?) in the given expression in order to 

make the expressions Z > E as well as O ≤ L definitely true?  

Z >L ? E ≥ H = O  



 

 

A. ≤  

B. >  

C. <  

D. ≥  

E. Either ≤ or <  

 

15.Which of the following expressions will be true if the expression Q < I = A < S > R is definitely true?  

A. I > R  

B. S > Q  

C. R > A  

D. S = I  

E. R < Q  

 

Study the following information carefully and answer the question given below-  

Eight friends i.e. W, S, T, V, N, O, M and G have decided to go for India gate, so they have seated in a cab 

in which there are two parallel rows with five seats in each row, W, S, T and V have seated in row 1 and are 

facing towards south. And M, N, O and G have seated in row 2 and are facing towards North. Each row has 

one vacant seat but not opposite to each other. They like different colors i.e. Black, Red, Green, Pink, 

Yellow, Blue, Violet, and White and they are of different ages i.e. 62, 30, 56, 21, 42, 17, 82, and 37 yrs but 

not necessary in same order. Each of the seats of Row-1 is in front of a seat of Row-2. The one who is of 82 

yrs old faces the one who likes Black. S is of 62 yrs old and sits immediate right of one vacant seat. O who 

likes Green, sits 2nd right of the one who is of 82 yrs old. The one who likes Pink sits to the immediate left 

of the one who likes White. S faces the one who likes White. W sits 3rd right of T who faces the one who is 

of 56 yrs old. The one who likes Yellow sits immediate left of the one who likes Red who faces O. The one 

who likes Blue in row 1 sits at extreme right end. G who is not of 82 yrs old, faces the one who likes Blue. 

The one who is of 17yrs old faces the one who likes Pink. The one who is of 30 yrs old sits immediate right 

of the one who is of 42 yrs old. N is not 82 yrs old. The one who is of 37 yrs old, does not sit at any extreme 

end.  

16.Who among the following likes Violet colors?  

A. W  

B. V  

C. T  

D. G  

E. N  

 

17.How many friends sits to the right of the vacant seat of row 2?  

A. One  

B. Two  

C. Three  

D. Four  

E. No one  

 

18.If V interchanges his seat with M, then who will be 2nd right of V?  

A. O  

B. N  

C. G  

D. The one who is of 56  

E. Both (a) and (d)  

 

19.Who among the following likes Red colors?  

A. S  

B. W  

C. T  



 

 

D. N  

E. M  

 

20.Who among the following faces the vacant seat of row 1?  

A. G  

B. O  

C. M  

D. N  

E. No one  

 

21.In a family, D is father of M; E is mother of G. The sister of M and G is I. Which of the following 

statements is definitely true?  

A. M is the sister of G  

B. D is the wife of I  

C. D is husband of E  

D. E has one daughter  

E. M is the brother of I  

 

22.M and N are only two brothers and they have no sister. M’s daughter is wife of F. E is aunt of M’s 

daughter. G is son of E. What is M’s relation to G?  

A. Uncle  

B. Aunt  

C. Brother  

D. Mother  

E. Brother-in-law  

 

Study the following information carefully and answer the question given below-  

In a family A, B, C, D, E and F are members. They are of different age. C is older than F and B. F is 

younger than A who is older than D. E is older than B and D. A is younger than B. D is not the youngest 

member.  

23.Who among the following is oldest member in this family?  

A. C  

B. E  

C. B  

D. F  

E. Can’t be determined  

 

24.If B’s age is 32 yrs, then what may be the age of C?  

A. 40 yrs  

B. 25 yrs  

C. 30 yrs  

D. 22 yrs  

E. None of these  

 

25.Who is 3rd youngest in this family?  

A. B  

B. D  

C. A  

D. F  

E. C  

 

Study the following information carefully and answer the question given below-  

Seven friends i.e. G, R, D, O, X, P and Z have seated around a circular table. Some are facing towards centre 



 

 

and some are facing outside. They have different branded laptop i.e. Sony, Lenovo, Dell, HP, Apple, 

Toshiba and Compaq. O faces the same direction as R. The one who has Toshiba laptop sits immediate left 

to X who does not face inside. P sits 2nd right of R. G sits 3rd right of X who has Apple and G has Sony 

laptop. Z sits 2nd left of the one who has Sony laptop, who faces outside. D sits 2nd left of P who has HP 

laptop. D does not have Toshiba laptop. The one who likes Compaq sits immediate right of R. The one who 

has Dell is an immediate neighbor of X and sits immediate right of the one who has Lenovo. X faces the 

same direction as Z faces.  

26.Who among the following sits immediate right of the one who has Dell?  

A. R  

B. O  

C. G  

D. Z  

E. D  

 

27.How many friends sit between D and O, when counted from right of O?  

A. One  

B. Two  

C. Three  

D. Four  

E. None of these  

 

28.Who among the following has Apple laptop?  

A. R  

B. O  

C. X  

D. Z  

E. D  

 

29.Who among the following sits 2nd left of the one who has Dell?  

A. R  

B. O  

C. X  

D. Z  

E. D  

 

30.D has which branded laptop?  

A. Lenovo  

B. Sony  

C. Dell  

D. Toshiba  

E. None of these  
 

Study the following information to answer the given questions  

In a certain code  

'crown rub book pen' is written as 'op lp we jkl',  

' room rub book fan' is written as 'ir lp fu op'.  

'pen bottle room wire' is written as 'ty ir gb jkl'  

'book light bottle bulb' is written as 'ty xz lo lp'  

31.What is the code of ‘Rub’?  

A. we  

B. op  

C. jkl  

D. lp  

E. None of these  



 

 

 

32.Which of the following word is coded as ‘ty’?  

A. wire  

B. bulb  

C. book  

D. light  

E. Bottle  

 

33.What is the code of ‘room’?  

A. fu  

B. op  

C. ir  

D. gb  

E. None of these  

 

34.What is the code of ‘fan wire’?  

A. fu gb  

B. op jkl  

C. ir ty  

D. gb we  

E. None of these  

 

35.Which word is coded as ‘we’?  

A. Book  

B. Crown  

C. Fan  

D. Wire  

E. None of these  
 

Study the following information carefully and answer the question given below- 

Six employees i.e. G, P, T, R, M and Z are living at different floor of eight storey building. Ground floor is 

numbered as 1st floor and Top floor is numbered as 8th floor. There is two vacant floor which is not on Top 

and bottom. They read different newspapers i.e. Indian Express, Hindustan, The Hindu, Telegraph, Prabhat 

khabar and Economic times. The one who reads Indian express lives on odd numbered floor and just below 

from one of the vacant floor. There are two people between the one who reads Indian express and Z. G lives 

just below from R. P lives just above Z and on even numbered floor. The one who reads Economic times 

lives just below from the one who reads Indian express. R reads The Hindu newspaper and lives on even 

numbered floor. The one who reads Prabhat khabar lives on even numbered floor. T lives above M and The 

one who reads Telegraph, lives below from M. 

36.Who among the following reads Telegraph? 

A. T 

B. M 

C. P 

D. Z 

E. G 

 

37.How many floors are above the one who reads Hindustan? 

A. One 

B. Two 

C. Three 

D. Four 

E. None of these 

 

38.Who among the following lives on 5th floor? 



 

 

A. T 

B. M 

C. P 

D. Z 

E. G 

 

39.Who among the following reads Economic times? 

A. P 

B. Z 

C. G 

D. M 

E. T 

 

40.Who among the following lives on top floor? 

A. Z 

B. P 

C. T 

D. R 

E. G 

 

Read the following pie-chart and table and answer the following question.  

Pie-chart given below shows the distribution of drummers in six different cities. Table shows the ratio 

between the drummer and Guitarist in these cities.  

  

  

41.What is the ratio of drummers in city C to Guitarist in city A ?  

A. 20 : 9  

B. 20 : 11  

C. 11 : 20  



 

 

D. 17 : 20  

E. None of these  

 

42.Total number `of Drummers in city D and E together is how much % more or less then the total number 

of Guitarist in city B and F together?  

A. 20%  

B. 35%  

C. 45%  

D. 40%  

E. 50%  

 

43.What is the difference between the Drummers in city B to the Guitarist in the same city?  

A. 620  

B. 650  

C. 700  

D. 900  

E. 1100  

 

44.Find the difference between the average number of drummers in city A, B, C together to the average 

number of Drummers in city D, E and F together?  

A. 270  

B. 720  

C. 702  

D. 207  

E. None of these  

 

45.Drummers in city A and F together is how much percentage of the Drummers in city B and C together?  

A. 60%  

B. 65%  

C. 70%  

D. 57%  

E. None of these  

 

What should come in place of the question mark (?) in the following number series?  

46.2, 6, 25, 96, 285, 568, ?  

A. 667  

B. 567  

C. 846  

D. 776  

E. None of these  

 

47.3, 5, 17, 53, 133, ?  

A. 283  

B. 263  

C. 258  

D. 203  

E. None of these  

 

48.4, 6, 12, ?, 90, 315, 1260  

A. 18  

B. 26  

C. 20  

D. 30  



 

 

E. None of these  

 

49.17, 24, 33, ?, 57, 72, 89  

A. 44  

B. 38  

C. 43  

D. 54  

E. None of these  

 

50.1, 4, 27, 16, ?, 36, 343  

A. 25  

B. 125  

C. 64  

D. 16  

E. None of these  

 

51.In an examination the maximum aggregate marks that a student can get are 1020. In order to pass the 

exam a student is required to get 663 marks out of the aggregate marks. Shreya got 612 marks. By what per 

cent did Shreya fail in the exam?  

A. 5%  

B. 8%  

C. 7%  

D. Cannot be determined  

E. None of these  

 

52.In how many different ways can the letters of the word MARKERS be arranged so that vowels are 

always together?  

A. 5040  

B. 720  

C. 2520  

D. 1800  

E. None of these  

 

53.A slice from a circular pizza of diameter 14 inches is cut in such a way, that the slice forms a sector of 

angle measuring 45°. Find the area of the cut slice of the pizza. (in inches square)  

A. 17.5  

B. 18.25  

C. 19.25  

D. 19.75  

E. 17.75  

 

54.In the month of April, Ramu spent Rs 6,000 on paying electricity bill, Rs 750 on paying water bill, Rs 

2,500 on paying telephone bill and Rs 300 on paying cable bill. If after paying all these bills he is left with 

60% of his monthly salary, what is Ramu’s annual salary?  

A. Rs 2,40,700  

B. Rs 2,70,700  

C. Rs 2,86,500  

D. Rs 2,63,000  

E. Rs 2,52,800  

 

55.12 men alone can complete a piece of work in 6 days whereas 10 men and 21 women together take 3 

days to complete the same piece of work. In how many days can 12 women alone complete the same piece 

of work?  



 

 

A. 10  

B. 9  

C. 11  

D. 8  

E. None of these  

 

56.A car covers a distance of 528 km in a certain time at a speed of 66 km/hr. How much distance would a 

truck cover at an average speed which is 24 km/hr less than that of the speed of the car in time which is 7 

hours more than that taken by the car?  

A. 336 km  

B. 682 km  

C. 598 km  

D. 630 km  

E. None of these  

 

57.The present ages of Amit and his father are in the ratio of 2 : 5 respectively. Four years hence the ratio of 

their ages will become 5 : 11 respectively. What was the father’s age five years ago?  

A. 40 years  

B. 45 years  

C. 30 years  

D. 35 years  

E. None of these  

 

58.The difference between the compound interest and simple interest accrued on an amount at the end of 

three years at the rate of 15% is Rs 453.60. What is the amount?  

A. Rs 4,500  

B. Rs 6,400  

C. Rs 7,200  

D. Rs 8,000  

E. None of these  

 

59.Neet, out of his total monthly salary, pays 20% towards house and 15% towards his miscellaneous 

expenditure.  

From the remaining amount, the respective ratio of the amount he invests in a scheme and the amount left 

with him is 5 : 8. If he invests Rs 6,500 in the scheme, what is his monthly salary?  

A. Rs 26,000  

B. Rs 36,250  

C. Rs 27,000  

D. Rs 24,250  

E. Rs 30,000  

 

60.When an article was sold for Rs 696 percent profit earned was P%. When the same article sold for Rs 

841, percent profit earned was (P + 25%). What is the value of P?  

A. 10%  

B. 25%  

C. 15%  

D. 20%  

E. 30%  
 

Each of the following questions below consists of a question and two statements numbered I and II 

given. You have to decide whether the data provided in the statements is sufficient to answer the 

questions.  

Give answer  

61.Calculate the gain percent.  



 

 

I. Cost price was equal to the selling price.  

II. The shopkeeper give a discount of 10% on M.P. and used a weight of 950 grams in place of kilogram.  

A. if the data given in statement I alone is sufficient to answer the question while the data in statement II 

alone is not sufficient to answer the question.  

B. if the data given in statement II alone is sufficient to answer the question while the data in statement I 

alone is not sufficient to answer the question.  

C. if the data either in statement I alone or in statement II alone is sufficient to answer the question.  

D. If the data in neither statement I nor II is sufficient to answer the question.  

E. If the data in both statements I and II together is necessary to answer the question.  

Answer: A 

Solution: 

If the cost price and the selling price are the same, there will be no gain or loss. In other words, we can say 

gain is zero percent. Hence, statement (I) alone is sufficient.  

From statement II, we cannot determine the gain percent as it does not have any idea about the cost price 

and the selling price.  

62.Identify the two-digit number.  

I. Difference between the two digits is 9.  

II. The sum of the digits is equal to the difference between the two digits.  

A. if the data given in statement I alone is sufficient to answer the question while the data in statement II 

alone is not sufficient to answer the question.  

B. if the data given in statement II alone is sufficient to answer the question while the data in statement I 

alone is not sufficient to answer the question.  

C. if the data either in statement I alone or in statement II alone is sufficient to answer the question.  

D. If the data in neither statement I nor II is sufficient to answer the question.  

E. If the data in both statements I and II together is necessary to answer the question.  

 

63.Calculate the total number of students in a school.  

I. Two years back, the number of the students in the school was greater than the current number of the 

students.  

II. The number of students in the near future is expected to increase by 245 from the current number.  

A. if the data given in statement I alone is sufficient to answer the question while the data in statement II 

alone is not sufficient to answer the question.  

B. if the data given in statement II alone is sufficient to answer the question while the data in statement I 

alone is not sufficient to answer the question.  

C. if the data either in statement I alone or in statement II alone is sufficient to answer the question.  

D. If the data in neither statement I nor II is sufficient to answer the question.  

E. If the data in both statements I and II together is necessary to answer the question.  

 

64.Calculate Suvreen’s per month salary.  

I. Suvreen gets 15% more than Shanaya while Shanaya gets 10% less than Loki.  

II. Loki’s monthly salary is Rs. 2500.  

A. if the data given in statement I alone is sufficient to answer the question while the data in statement II 

alone is not sufficient to answer the question.  

B. if the data given in statement II alone is sufficient to answer the question while the data in statement I 

alone is not sufficient to answer the question.  

C. if the data either in statement I alone or in statement II alone is sufficient to answer the question.  

D. If the data in neither statement I nor II is sufficient to answer the question.  

E. If the data in both statements I and II together is necessary to answer the question.  

 

65.Identify the number.  

I. The number is a whole number.  

II. 25% of 40 is greater than 20% of the number by 2.  



 

 

A. if the data given in statement I alone is sufficient to answer the question while the data in statement II 

alone is not sufficient to answer the question.  

B. if the data given in statement II alone is sufficient to answer the question while the data in statement I 

alone is not sufficient to answer the question.  

C. if the data either in statement I alone or in statement II alone is sufficient to answer the question.  

D. If the data in neither statement I nor II is sufficient to answer the question.  

E. If the data in both statements I and II together is necessary to answer the question.  

 

66.A boat running downstream covers a distance of 30 km in 2 hours. While coming back the boat takes 6 

hours to cover the same distance. If the speed of the current is half that of the boat, what is the speed of that 

boat? (in km/h)  

A. 15  

B. 5  

C. 10  

D. 20  

E. None of these  

 

67.The product of three consecutive even numbers is 4032. The product of the first and the third number is 

252. What is five times the second numbers?  

A. 80  

B. 100  

C. 60  

D. 70  

E. 90  

 

68.The area of a square is 1444 sq m. The breadth of a rectangle is ¼ th the side of the square and the length 

of the rectangle is thrice the breadth. What is the difference between the area of the square and the area of 

the rectangle?  

A. 1152.38 sqm  

B. 1169.33 sqm  

C. 1181.21 sqm  

D. 1173.25 sqm  

E. None of these  

 

69.The income of A is 150% of the income of B and the income of C is 120% of the income of A. If the 

total income of A, B and C together is Rs 86,000/-. What is C’s income?  

A. Rs 30,000/-  

B. Rs 32,000/-  

C. Rs 20,000/-  

D. Rs 36,000/-  

E. None of these  

 

70.A can finish a piece of work in 24 days. B is 20% more efficient than A. C is 25% more efficient than B. 

In how many days B and C together can finish the same piece of work?  

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   



 

 

E.   

 

In each of these questions, two equations (I) and (II) are given. You have to solve both the equations 

and give answer  

71.   

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   

 

72.   

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   

 

73.   

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   

 

74.   

A.   

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   

 

75.   

A.   



 

 

B.   

C.   

D.   

E.   

 

Study the following line graph and answer the questions that follow.  

The graph shows the percentage distribution of money spent by Avanish on Education, Household and 

Others in five different months. He spent only 60% of his monthly salary.  

  

76.In June, Avanish spent 25% less amount on others as compared to what he spent on others in May. Find 

the percentage contribution of money spent on others in June in monthly salary of June.  

A. 20.5%  

B. 22.5%  

C. 17.1%  

D. 23.2%  

E. None of these  

 

77.Avanish invested 10% of the money spent on others in January in a business which gives him 10% 

interest per annum on amount invested. Find the interest earned by him in one year?  

A. Rs. 125.5  

B. Rs. 152  

C. Rs. 150  

D. Rs. 135  

E. None of these  

 

78.What is the difference in amount saved and amount spent on education by Avanish in April?  

A. Rs. 12100  

B. Rs. 8600  

C. Rs. 7200  

D. Rs. 8500  

E. Rs. 7850  

 

79.Find the total expenditure made in February except education?  

A. Rs. 24,000  

B. Rs. 24,400  

C. Rs. 22,400  

D. Rs. 20,400  

E. None of these  

 



 

 

80.Find the ratio of money spent on Education in February to monthly salary in February?  

A. 3 : 22  

B. 4 : 27  

C. 5 : 29  

D. 8 : 35  

E. None of these  


